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San Jose Opera’s multifaceted adaptation of one of the most beloved and unfailingly
relevant operas of all time, Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro, could only have been
put together by an open-hearted team, and a director intimately familiar with all the
nooks and crannies of the piece. Director Lillian Groag decorated the production with
exquisite little details that, upon closer look, reinforced the subtleties of the opera’s
messages, moods, and changing feelings. As usual, SJ Opera is the place to be if
you’re looking for a fun night filled with humor and elegance alike, and devoid of
pretension. If ever the singing is rough around the edges – which, Saturday night, it
barely was – all will be made up for with lively details.

What more can be said about Mozart’s most famous opera, and the original romantic
comedy on which basically every movie plot is based on today? One may long for an
updated, modernized version, or something that is unexpected; but the opera, as is,
is already so modern and open-minded in ideas, themes, and adaptability. And SJ
Opera did the best thing it could with such a story and its magnificent music:
highlighted its simple yet complex content so that it seemed as real and true as if it
were really happening at the California Theater for the first time.
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Out of all the beautiful singing (which reached its full bloom in the last two acts),
Amina Edris as beloved heroine Susanna shone perhaps the brightest, and Ben
Wager as main star Figaro highlighted the characters’ perfectly constructed
compatibility and likability as a couple. Isabella Ivy as Countess Almaviva weaved
graceful lines in one of the highlights, Canzonetta sull’aria in Act III, and brought
ultimately the most touching moment in the story in Act IV – her forgiveness of
Count Almaviva’s fickleness and deceit. Karin Mushegain played an adorable and
hilarious Cherubino, whose scenes were more playfully than usual set up. Matthew
Hanscom’s energy in his portrayal of Count Almaviva seemed to dwindle at times,
but the staging and progression of the performance was so well constructed that it
was never a real issue.

The creative addition of a joker-like figure, which in a less inspired production might
have been something of an extra-diegetic addition, was actually well incorporated
within the characters’ consciousnesses. His or her mimetic power seemed to direct
the story through a more self-conscious lens, yet at the same time to lighten it when
necessary. This, as well as the singers’ occasional tasteful alterations to coloratura
and intonation, the overall use of silence, and extra characters, props, background
action, and a wonderful little harpsichord solo from the orchestra whose conductor
Andrew Bisantz was at the top of his game, added both narrative depth and an extra
level of emphasis to the story’s ingenious blend of certainty and uncertainty. We all
know, from the very title, that there will be a marriage, and we’re watching for the
progression of the story, and for how specifically it will all happen. The “happily ever
after” might be a daunting cloud of mundaneness looming over the piece and its
particular performance on a given night. But the SJ Opera successfully evaded such a
problem, and made the music and its story more alive by providing us constantly
with different levels of things to think about.

The confusion of the garden scene in the last act and the sweetness of the
reconciliation can be a metaphor for the entire opera: all is well now, and the
emotions seem so earnest – more than usually earnest, with everyone’s full-hearted,
sincere performances on Saturday – but there is always that twinkling possibility at
the back of everything that the shenanigans will start all over the following day.

End
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